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Welcome to a whole new world of apps. From games to education to our MMA Animals iPad apps are going to be unlike anything you’ve seen
or touched before. And this is just the beginning...
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Name

Junior
ANIMAL

Human
Fighting styles

Jiu Jitsu
Bio

Junior’s birth place is unknown. He arrived in America at 6 years old and has bounced
form foster homes throughout the country. He has never revealed his birthplace or information about where he was born. Over the years is memory of the past faded and
Junior became a extremely mischievous human. One attribute that never left from his
early child hood was his flexibility and his knowledge of jiu jitsu.
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Name

Katashi
ANIMAL

Japanese Snow Monkey
Fighting styles

Judo, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu
Bio

Born in, Japan’s old Judo temple, Katashi received his black blet from his father at age 12. He has
since become a black belt in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. Katashi is the most recognizable MMA athlete in
all of Japan and possibly the world. He has won every grappling and MMA event he has entered.
His cutting edge moves and instructional videos revolutionized the sport.
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Name

Thomas
ANIMAL

Bull Dog
Fighting styles

Boxing
Bio

Born and raised in Manchester, England. Thomas trained boxing and some jiu jitsu with some
of the countries finest as a young child. He was in his first competition at age 15 in an illegal no
hold bar fight for some bookies. His toughness has been pounded into him for years of having
to fight for everything. He never quits and can take a punch!
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Name

Staajabu (s-TAAH-jah-boo)
ANIMAL

Elephant
Fighting styles

Judo, Kickboxing
Bio

Born in Cameroon, his family’s village was destroyed by a rebel gang of crocs. Japanese peace
monkeys rescued Staajabu 2 days after the attack. He was the only survivor and only 8 months
old. The baby was taken back to Japan and was housed in the back of a peaceful Judo temple on
the top of the highest mountain. The servants of the temple raised him until he was 8 years old.
When the Master of the temple realized his strength he was allowed to live amongst the other
students and learn Judo.
By 14 he had received his black belt and was allowed to train with the adults. He was cleaning
out the advanced divisions at the local Judo tournaments. At 16 Staajabu was a celebrity in Japan winning Olympic gold in front of his country! His achievements at a young age helped the
Judo temple flourish. Longing to learn more about his family he returned to Africa at 17 to study
his roots. He has opened up a gym there to teach judo to his people.
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Name

Ruran
ANIMAL

Jaguar
Fighting styles

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu
Bio

Born and raised in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, born a 4th generation son in a Brazilian jiu jitsu family.
Ruran started teaching BJJ at 10 years of age. He was the youngest family member to receive
a black belt at age 13 under his father. He helps his father run the worlds largest BJJ school and
trains some of the worlds top fighters all year round.
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Name

Vitali
ANIMAL

Bear
Fighting styles

Sambo, Boxing
Bio

Born and raised in St Petersburg, Russia, Vitali enthusiasm for fighting began with Sambo and
judo at the age of 6. He has competed and won the Russian Sambo championship every year
since he was 12 defeating adults and becoming the countries most known fighter. Vitali has
spent most of his life in the Russian Special Forces and trains in a secret location.
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Name

Chaiyo
ANIMAL

Bull
Fighting styles

Muay Thai
Bio

Born and raised in Bangkok, Thailand by his Master ApIdaj he has been training Muay Thai his
entire life. Chaiyo entered his first muay thai tournament when he was 9 years old. He has won
every fight he has ever been in and is the only fighter to win 10 National championships and is
now looking to continue his legendary mma career.

Name

George
ANIMAL

Beaver
Fighting styles

Taekwondo, Wrestling
Bio

Born and raised in Vancouver, Canada by his Mother and Father. George started his training at
age 6 learning Taekwondo from his father. In grade school he was getting beat up by bullies so
he joined the school wrestling team. As a teenager he was forced to drop out of school to work
as bouncer at downtown nightclub where he realized all of his training made him an unstoppable fighter. He went pro and never looked back.
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Name

Dan
ANIMAL

Pig
Fighting styles

Wrestling
Bio

Born and raised in Dallas, Texas by his Father and older brother. Dan started wrestling in high
school. Following an undefeated college wrestling career, he won gold at ever Olympic and
international event for 12 years. 15 of his 28 fights have been title fights. He has only competed
against the worlds best!
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